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Editorial
It is a pleasure to announce that Professor Hoon Hong of North Carolina State University
has been appointed as the new Editor of this Journal eﬀective with this issue. Profes-
sor Hong is a well-known researcher with a broad range of interests among the topics
published by JSC. He did his undergraduate degree in physics and wrote his Ph.D. thesis
in computer science under the guidance of Professor George E. Collins. After serving on
the faculty of the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation of the Johannes Kepler
University, he is now professor of mathematics at North Carolina State University. The
topics of his published papers include the theory and application of quantiﬁer elimination
and cylindrical algebraic decomposition, subresultants, the algorithmic theory of Gro¨bner
bases, constraint logic programming, and parallel symbolic computation.
The new Editor was appointed by Academic Press after a Nominating Committee
solicited candidates, reviewed proposals from three excellent scientists, and, after much
deliberation, recommended Professor Hong. The choice was diﬃcult because of the out-
standing credentials of all three and their thoughtful insights about, and enthusiasm for,
the Journal. The Committee was appreciative of the willingness of each to be considered.
I would like to thank each candidate and my colleagues who joined me on the nomi-
nating committee. They were: Professor Bruno Buchberger (Chair), Professor Wolfgang
Bibel, Professor James H. Davenport, Professor Ge´rard Huet, and Dr Gioia Ghezzi of
Academic Press.
It has been my privilege to serve the JSC research community as Editor for the past
ﬁve years. It has been an interesting and enjoyable experience, but one that would have
been impossible without the assistance of many others. JSC publishes 12 issues a year
comprising almost 1500 pages; it is a big job—bigger than I realized when I commenced
the task. Although words are hardly adequate to describe my debt to the many persons
who make this wonderful journal possible, let me try. The lifeblood of any academic
journal is the community of scholars who submit manuscripts for publication and the
large number of referees who help the editors evaluate the submissions. Without you,
there would be no JSC. I thank each of you for this fundamental support. To the Founding
Editor, the Section Editors, and members of the Editorial Board, both past and present, I
am especially grateful for all that you have done to make the Journal function. Your hard
work, scientiﬁc knowledge, and helpful and supportive advice was always appreciated.
The production of a journal is no minor task and over the past ﬁve years the staﬀ at
Academic Press, London, has given dedicated service to JSC. I have appreciated those
ﬁne eﬀorts. Finally, Janice Robson, my editorial assistant at Delaware, has shouldered
much of the day-to-day work; it would have been impossible without her contributions.
Now my term is ﬁnished. I know that all of you will continue your ﬁne eﬀorts in support
of JSC and its new editorial leadership. Best wishes Hoon!
Bob Caviness
Past Editor
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